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1 Introduction 
Consultation is an important part of any planning process. Consultation ensures that a wide and diverse 
number of viewpoints are considered when deciding how and when change will occur. Simply, stakeholder 
participation produces better outcomes and, in turn, a better future for the Michener Park Redevelopment. 
This report provides a summary of the stakeholder consultation, input, and comments received in regards to 
the Michener Park Open House (Phase 1). This consultation included a virtual engagement session 
completed on April 21, 2021, as well as follow-up email conversations.  

2 Virtual Open House Overview 

2.1 Notification and Logistics 

A virtual Open House was held via Zoom on April 21, 2021 from 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm. An advance notification 
postcard was sent to all Malmo addresses; the Community Leagues of Malmo, Lendrum, and Lansdowne; 
and other properties within a 100-metre buffer of the site. Approximately 60 community members attended. 

2.2 Format 

University of Alberta Properties Trust (UAPT) and Stantec provided a presentation on the Michener Park 
Redevelopment, including information on the Trust, project team, project process, existing conditions, 
opportunities and constraints, policy direction, site potential, vision and principles, next steps, and contact 
information. 

Attendees were welcome to post questions and answers within the Zoom Chat. Below, all questions received 
during the Open House, as well as in follow-up emails, have been provided along with responses from UAPT 
and Stantec. The Questions are themed by topic area. 

2.3 Materials 

The presentation shown during the Open House is provided as an attachment to this document. The video 
recording of the open house can be found at www.uapt.ca. 

3 Questions and Answers 

3.1 University of Alberta Properties Trust 

• Q: Who are the Board members? 

o UAPT: See the website linked here for Board member biographies: 
https://ualbertapropertiestrustinc.ca/board-of-directors/. The Board of Directors is made up of 
volunteers who have been appointed and approved by the Board of Governors of the 
University of Alberta, as the Trust’s sole shareholder. The UAPT Board has a variety of 
experience in real estate development and construction, law, risk management, engineering, 
and business. 

• Q: What are the UAP Trust objectives exactly? This slide mentions that the guiding principles of the 
project would align with these objectives, but I couldn’t find information on this. Thank you. 

o Stantec: The objective of the Trust is to be an asset for the University and generate revenue. 
The vision and principles we have developed is about being a complete community, and we 
have worked with the Board on what the goals and objectives are for Michener Park. 

http://www.uapt.ca/
https://ualbertapropertiestrustinc.ca/board-of-directors/
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o UAPT: There are two sets of a vision, principles, and objectives – for the Trust and for the 
Michener Park redevelopment. The Trust was formed in 2015, but did not receive ministerial 
order until early 2020. The Trust really only got started mid-2020. We are working to develop 
our Trust principles and vision, and those will over time appear on our website which is 
currently under development (www.uapt.ca). Central to this is the commitment to the 
communities where we are developing, to communicate, be transparent, listen, and try to 
align with best practices in real estate development, City objectives, and to provide a revenue 
stream to the University of Alberta. 

• Q: Will the new development continue, even if in part, as a student residence for families, etc., in the 
spirit of the original project? What will the relationship be with the university? 

o UAPT: The Trust and University are separate entities, set up intentionally. The University of 
Alberta will not dictate what the Trust develops. The business of the Trust in this case is of 
land development, so there could be a builder or real estate developer who is interested in 
building student residences but that would be done under their own financial models. The 
University of Alberta itself will not be running a student residence here. They have a number 
of other residence buildings elsewhere that are being renovated. 

• Q: What other development projects has the Trust undertaken since forming in 2015? 

o UAPT: None, this is the first. Michener Park is the first property that the University of Alberta 
identified as not being central to its core mission of teaching and research, and that was done 
between 2015 and 2020 when we received the Ministerial Order to transfer the property from 
the University to the Trust. 

• Q: So I gather that the plan is to have a Board of Governors, some of whom are developers, step in 
and develop the area to be a source of income for the UAH. Could there be a conflict of interest? 

o UAPT: The Board of Directors of the Trust are subject to a robust conflict of interest policy. It 
has not been anticipated that they will participate in the redevelopment beyond their role on 
the Board. 

• Q: OK, so the university doesn't direct the details of the project, but does the trust? 

o UAPT: The Trust will direct the redevelopment project.  

• Q: What are the major obstacles that are preventing the transfer of this property from the U of A to 
the Trust? When do you estimate the transfer will occur? 

o UAPT: It has not been determined when U of A will transfer the property to the Trust.  There 
are no major obstacles, this is just a matter of appropriate timing between both organizations. 

• Q: Will the ultimate plan have a focus on using this property, in the future, for the potential use by the 
U of A when the South Campus is developed? Will the residential portion of the site be designed to 
accommodate singles and couples and have less of a focus on families and seniors? 

o UAPT: There is no plan for the UofA to use the site in the future. The Trust and the work of 
the Trust is separate from the UofA. We are considering all forms of occupancy as we move 
forward into concept development. 

3.2 Existing Michener Park Development and Demolition 

• Q: How many people lived at Michener Park when it was a student residence? 

http://www.uapt.ca/
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o Stantec: There were about 380 units, with the number of people in each unit varying. At its 
maximum about 700 people living in that community. 

• Q: While I support your due diligence in developing plans for future development, what short term 
measures will you take to improve the unsightly boarded up town houses? It depresses me every 
time I look out my window. 

o UAPT: The site is still owned by the University of Alberta, so anything happening today and 
in the near future will be done by the University of Alberta, in managing and monitoring their 
asset. There is demolition ongoing on the site, and over time buildings will be taken down to 
the extent it makes sense, as well as infrastructure being removed. We will do everything we 
can to preserve as many trees as we can as part of the new development moving forward. If 
you have questions with respect to what is happening on the site today, those can be 
directed to the University of Alberta. 

• Q: Demolition is currently happening onsite. what is the general timeframe for that to occur and then 
next steps? 

o UAPT: The specifics would come from the University of Alberta. The current phase is 
scheduled to occur over the summer, culminating in the fall. This phase is near 50% of 
buildings on site but does not include the tower. Next phase yet to be determined. 

• Q: Plans to demolish the tower? Ugly broken windows... 

o Stantec: I believe the reference is Vanier House? Because we are at the early stages, we 
are exploring whether it makes sense to demolish the tower or if there are opportunities to 
refurbish and bring it back as part of the new development. Both are on the table. 

• Q: Might have been discussed, but is the tower coming down? 

o Stantec: Yes, Vanier House was discussed – both demolition and refurbishment are 
possibilities on the table. 

• Q: Isn't there supposed to be Development permit issued for demolition on the site if it's done by the 
U of A as opposed to the Trust? 

o UAPT: Under the Post-secondary Learning Act, the University of Alberta has authority and 
jurisdiction over all the lands they own or are leasing. As such they are not required to apply 
for typical City development/demolition/building permits. However, when the Trust does its 
work, we will have to apply for all required permits through the City process. The entire land 
development will also go through the zoning and subdivision processes with the City. 

• Q: In the period between demolition and shovels-in-ground, what will the site look like? 

o Stantec: A combination of some areas in construction, and other areas carefully concealed if 
they are a safety hazard. 

o UAPT: We have not developed our phasing plan for the development, but the demolition 
currently underway will continue as required. There may be a time when both former 
buildings and new development are happening on the site at the same time. The Trust will 
have to undertake significant work to reservice the property, 6-8 months or longer, which will 
be aligned with demolition plan. University working hand in hand with Trust. Ideally all 
buildings that are going to be removed will have been removed, and the Trust will receive a 
nice flat development site to do the work we need to do in order to market it to the Edmonton 
community of developers and builders. 
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• Q: So I understand this to mean that the trust has basically agreed to enact or take over the land in a 
certain 'state'. So given there is no oversight on the demolition; then it is entirely up to the U of A 
regarding tree removal etc. Has the trust agreed, for example, to a leveled or graded site etc.? 

o UAPT: No, we are not looking to take over a levelled site – trees will be preserved to the 
extent they can be. We understand that the University values tree preservation, and our 
expectation is that the site comes to us with as many trees as possible. Ultimately through 
the adopted concept, it would be up to Trust to manage trees and what happens to them as a 
result of concept. 

• Q: Does the Trust have to apply for a Development Plan (either for building demolition or new 
construction or both)?  When will this take place? Will there be signs? 

o UAPT: Fully aware that the University of Alberta has a very extensive community 
consultation process where they bring forward work they are doing to community groups 
including South Campus Coalition group, and there are others, where they have 
conversations with affected communities around South Campus. If there are questions on 
what the University is specifically doing, best to direct those directly to them. 

• Q: We hope to replace the fence of our Malmo home, but it's really expensive with the cost of lumber 
skyrocketing. We've noticed some very healthy looking pre-made sections attached to the to-be-
demolished low-rises, and we could probably reconstruct a fence with these.  Who should we 
contact? 

o UAPT: Please contact Danielle Zauscher at the University of Alberta 
(danielle.zauscher@ualberta.ca) for more information on this. 

3.3 Adjacent Properties 

• Q: What is the relationship between Edgeway development and this Michener site redevelopment? 

o Stantec: That is the Westcorp development located northeast of the site. That is also owned 
by the University and under a lease. It is not part of our current redevelopment plan, but we 
will look at any synergies, connections, or open space connections. 

• Q: The “golf lands” site has been leased by UofA. The development permit includes unbuilt seniors-
oriented housing. To what extent will your plans take this other U of A property and its development 
objectives into account? 

o Stantec: That Direct Control zoning was submitted at the same time the townhouses were 
built. Not aware of any activity happening on that site. As part of our work on this 
redevelopment we are doing some market analysis – looking at the demand for housing, 
including challenges with seniors being accommodated in their community over time through 
different housing types. The potential on that site and Michener will definitely be considered. 
We will determine from there if further seniors housing should be included. 

• Q: The NW corner outside of the current Michener Park redevelopment was mentioned being part of 
long range development: includes the Californian Lansdowne and Boardwalk Galbraith House.  Is this 
site still U of A property via a 100 year lease like the Westcorp property next door meaning it could 
get redeveloped at some point in time?  

o Stantec: Yes, eventually, but those lands are so early in their lease term that they are not 
part of this study. 

mailto:danielle.zauscher@ualberta.ca
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• Q: After the site is redeveloped, are there any thoughts regarding the potential impact on real estate 
values in neighbouring communities? 

o Stantec: Yes, that is on our minds. While we are focused on the specific plan for this parcel, 
we are aware of what might be the best fit with the adjacent neighbourhoods and that 
includes the real estate values. 

3.4 Built Form and Uses 

• Q: Will the site keep the name Michener Park? 

o UAPT: We don’t have an answer to that as this stage. Let us know if you have any ideas. We 
have referred to it as Michener Park, and there may be a time where we change the name, 
but we have not had that discussion. 

• Q: What constitutes a mid-rise?  Is the existing “tower” at the south end of the site mid-rise? [I live in 
Californian Lansdowne and I was, indeed, referring to Vanier House when I mentioned the “tower” at 
the south end of the site. Thank you, Leo!] 

o Stantec: When we use the term mid-rise, we are talking 3-5 storey developments. The 
existing tower (Vanier House) is about 6 double-storey units and a mechanical penthouse. 
Very unique apartments. So roughly 12 storeys which would be high rise. The Boardwalk 
building a bit farther north is about 20 storeys, also high-rise context. The mid-rise form may 
go up to about 6 storeys. It is partly constrained by construction (wood/concrete). This is part 
of the missing middle – typically we see many low-rise and high-rise buildings but not as 
many mid rises. We have not finalized the details of built form on the site. We will be 
considerate of various impacts of different built forms on the site. 

• Q: So are you confirming this space will be used as a primarily residential space, more dense than 
was existing, with some limited commercial space? 

o Stantec: Yes, but we are still in the process of looking at concepts and units. The objective 
here is a residential community with some retail/commercial, a diversity of built form and 
types of units. The exact layout and form we don’t know yet. It will be more dense than the 
existing development, which can be accommodated on the site. Unlikely to see high rise 
towers, but we are still in the process of looking at this and have not done detailed work at 
this stage. 

• Q: Are you open to low income housing as part of the development since it is so greatly needed in 
Edmonton? 

o Stantec: The objective is to create a complete community with a range of units and price 
points. We don’t have detail on the exact price point and rental vs ownership. We would work 
with the City on their requirements. One of the ways to provide more affordable housing as 
well is the access to transit on the site. 

• Q: Really happy that you're considering some mixed-use development including commercial space. 
What type of commercial do you anticipate? Small grocery, coffee shop, local business, I hope! Also 
really happy to see the alignment with the City Plan and the desire to accommodate different housing 
types. Supports everyone from singles to families to seniors. 

o Stantec: We are considering all of those. Can’t make any promises, in particular the grocery 
store, but it is definitely on our minds as a possibility. 

• Q: Do you expect family dwellings, and if so, what liaison are you carrying out with schools?   
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o UAPT: There are a number of schools in the area, and a couple have reached out to us. We 
will be in contact with the school systems to understand impacts this development will have. 
As we develop, we will be informing the schools on what we are doing and how we can work 
together if possible. 

o Stantec: Throughout the process we will be connecting with the school boards, and during 
the City process they circulate our application to school boards for comments. That is when 
we would find out the school needs in the area and if we need to make any adjustments. 

• Q: Do you expect rentals, ownership, or lease arrangements? Of importance, Mitchener residents 
often had no cars, or no more than one car. Parking and road access would not be the same at this 
time. 

o Stantec: At this stage all options are on the table (rentals, ownership, lease). On parking, yes 
this will be a different type of development that is more market-focused, but transportation 
demand and parking requirements have also changed over time. When we come back with 
development concepts we will have more to share on the strategy of vehicles and parking. 

• Q: How many people do you expect will live in the new development when at full capacity? 

o Stantec: Too early to say, we don’t have the concepts, densities, or heights in place. We will 
advise on that when we come back with concepts. 

• Q: Do the guiding principles dictate plans for energy efficiency and/or net zero? 

o Stantec: Have not been looked into at this stage but will be considered at the development 
stage with partners. More to come on that. 

• Q: Would it be reasonable to assume that the population density that could be adequately supported 
in Michener Park would guide the model for the new project? 

o Stantec: We are not specifically driving at a population. We are looking at the site as a whole 
and seeing how it fits together with other things we want to accommodate. We then factor in 
things like how we have a complete community over time, phasing, and staging. The number 
of units influences servicing requirements, which will factor in as well. When it comes to 
supporting commercial/retail in the site and at Lansdowne, having more people living here 
does support those businesses and the health of the community overall. 

• Q: Our neighbourhoods are in need of more family housing to support continued health of area 
schools. There is also a need for housing options for existing residents who would like to stay in the 
neighbourhood, but reduce the maintenance of a single family home. Are these factors a part of the 
guiding principles for the development? 

o Stantec: The intent of the redevelopment is to provide a variety of different built forms to 
accommodate a range of residents. 

• Q: Any guestimate as to when you feel this site will be ready for occupancy? 

o UAPT: We hope to be servicing the site for new development in the spring of 2022.   

3.5 Connectivity 

• Q: Do you foresee automobile traffic accessing 48 Ave from 122 Street? 

o Stantec: Yes, we do foresee this access maintained. There is currently a pedestrian-
activated crossing there. Any potential upgrades will be assessed through a Transportation 
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Impact Assessment. The road will bring traffic into the Michener Park area but is not 
expected to go through into Malmo. (See Opportunity and Constraints – Connectivity map.) 
Access points from 51 Ave and 122 Street, while accesses along the east side will be 
pedestrians and cyclists only.  

• Q: YAY!!!! No opening of 47th or 48 Ave at the Michener Park fence then? 

o Stantec: Correct, only walking and cycling connections. 

• Q: It’s a full 30 minute walk to the LRT stations at Southgate or South Campus. There is no parking at 
these stations. The ETS bus to this area has been cut almost completely. So, I don’t know that I’d 
agree with your thought that it is transit friendly. 

o Stantec: We are aware there are some concerns with distances to transit, we hear this. 

• Q: The transit is a real problem now. Trips to the office downtown have gone from 45 mins to 2 hrs. 
The transit re-design has really hurt our neighbourhood, will there be an opportunity to change the 
transit patterns due to increase population density from this new development? 

o Stantec: We will have to look at the reduced transit availability as part of the Transportation 
Impact Assessment. Appreciate the comments. 

• Q: There was some questions as to what was to happen with the fence surrounding the site. I got the 
impression from the speakers that one of the objectives of the new development would be to try and 
integrate these lands with the surrounding communities. My thoughts are that if a fence is erected 
around the site this the wrong impression. This would imply to me “Do not enter this is private 
property”. 

o UAPT: Thank you for your comment – we are working to integrate Michener Park into the 
surrounding communities. 

3.6 Open Space and Trees 

• Q: What plans do you have to keep the large trees that are currently on the property? Please 
consider how you can incorporate them into the future design 

o Stantec: The Trust will keep as many trees as possible, and there will likely be new trees 
planted as well. Open space will be designed with landscaping and plantings. Most likely we 
will not be able to keep all the trees but will save as many as possible as we work on the 
concept. 

o UAPT: We will conduct a Tree Inventory as part of the work as well. 

• Q: I would like saving the large trees to become more of a priority. It will enhance the value of any 
new properties built on the land. To say that new trees will be planted is not satisfactory because 
many of us living in the area will not live long enough to see new plants mature to full size. 

o Stantec: We will take that comment under consideration. 

• Q: What percentage of the total project area is anticipated to be used for public amenity/park space? 

o Stantec: The exact number isn’t determined yet and will be once the concepts are created. 
On average the City requires approximately 10% of the area being subdivided to be park 
space. Where it will be located exactly and how it will be programmed will be determined at 
the design stage. 
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3.7 Community League 

• Q: This is very premature and may not be a fair question at this early, early stages of the Michener 
Park redevelopment plan but will Michener Park be its own community and develop its own hall and 
community league? Or is there an opportunity for Malmo Plains and its community league and its 
assets to continue to be shared with the new Michener Park community as it was in the past to the 
former residents and their families? 

o Stantec: We don’t quite know how the development will be run or governed. Michener Park 
is part of Malmo, and we have heard in Community League meetings that there was a lot of 
engagement back and forth between Michener Park and Malmo. 

3.8 Financial Model 

• Q: The theme of having no definite plans has been relayed time and again (e.g.: at the meeting at the 
U of A). What IS known about the goals of developing the site as of now? Are there guidelines for 
density or revenue to be generated? 

o UAPT: One of the mandates of the Trust is that the net revenues from development flow 
back to the University as a means to aid them in some of the financial difficulties they have 
today and in the future. There will always be an economic driver to the work of the Trust.  

o Stantec: As this area does not have any neighbourhood plan, it is guided under the City 
Plan. The City is looking at higher densities, with 50% of new housing going into existing 
neighbourhoods. This area has a minimum target of 75 people + jobs per hectare, with 
potential for higher. We are coming out today with preliminary considerations at a high level. 
We know it is not giving you detail but we want to keep giving you information as we have it. 
In the next meeting we will have some more details and further down the road we will have a 
more detailed concept to share. 

• Q: What range of revenue stream is anticipated or targeted? 

o Stantec: We don’t have that information at this stage, it is not defined yet. 

• Q: Lived in Mich for 6 years with 4 kids. It was a safe, welcoming environment. I don’t think it was 
conceived as a money-maker for the University. Now it’s going to be a “money stream”? What 
subsidies will be available for financially challenged families? 

o Stantec: Too early to comment on subsidies specifically, but there will be a spectrum of 
housing types within a complete community. There has not been any targeted discussion 
about subsidized housing.  

• Q: Is the guiding principle revenue generation or financial feasibility? Would the UAPT accept a 
break-even scenario for redevelopment? 

o Stantec: Revenue generation is the mandate for the Trust, and that is guiding how we 
proceed with the proforma and what the site can produce. 

o UAPT: Yes, the UAPT is no different than many of the other trusts formed by a number of 
post secondary institutions across the country. They are looking for revenue opportunities, 
helping to replace funding they have recently lost. Trusts were formed to generate net 
revenue back to the institutions. But it won’t be done without honouring the best practices in 
real estate development, sustainability, and community building – which also provide value to 
the development. 
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3.9 Process 

• Q: Can you pull up the phases slide please? Didn't get a chance to read it, too quick 

o Stantec: Yes, we will leave this slide up while we continue. Today we are finishing Phase 1, 
and Phase 2 is coming next. 

• Q: In typical City developments there are signs and  time periods allowed for an opportunity for 
citizens to speak to such matters (such as rezoning, demolition, etc.). What I hear in this meeting is 
that because this property falls under the School Act then there seems to be no such requirements; 
up until the moment that the trust takes over the property? Essentially the U of A can level the entire 
site if they want? 

o Stantec: The University of Alberta is under the Post-secondary Learning Act so they are not 
required to follow the City process (notifications, permits, etc.). When the Trust takes over, 
we are following City processes including notifications and signage for demolition and public 
notifications and engagement for the rezoning. There will be opportunities for the public to 
provide input on the rezoning pieces at meetings or online, and at the Council Public Hearing. 

• Q: Has the Lansdowne Community League been approached during pre-consultation? 

o Stantec: Yes, representatives of all three adjacent Community Leagues were part of a 
session held in February. At each phase we will be meeting with them and then having a 
public open house. 

 

4 Comments Received About the Project 
The following were other comments recorded during the Open House and in follow-up emails. 

• Malmo has definitely benefitted from the community in Michener Park in the past. 

• Very, very exciting. 

• Thanks to all presenters - very clear and concise! 

• Michener Park has been an integral part of our Malmo Plains Community. I understand that the 
redevelopment of this site will be considered a "community" because of the uniqueness of the site, 
however as its redevelopment moves forward, it is paramount that this site fits in and supports the 
greater Malmo Plains community and its community amenities including the Malmo Community hall. 

• The addition of a grocery store would be appreciated. 

• Some people/students with children are so poor that being situated close to public transit is  not 
“affordable housing”. 

• Yes. A grocery store, a delicatessen, coffee shop would be well used. The current population density 
of Lansdowne and Malmo should make them economically feasible. 

• But I’m super happy to see mixed use - along with everyone else. 

• My condo faces south and I look upon this site .... somewhat concerned about it being full of blowing 
dirt for any period of time after demolition ... thanks for considering all of us in close proximity to the 
site. Much appreciated :-) 
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• My condo also faces south so I also look at the unsightly boarded up town homes. While I will endure 
the dust and noise this summer, to have the places demolished, I ask the U of A to re-sod the area to 
minimize the dust and dirt we have to endure next year. 

• Todd, thank you for saying the Univ values trees! 

• Thank you to the presenters for all your work to date. This is great news for Malmo homeowners in 
maintaining property values. Also great news for the UofA, to generate sustainable revenues over the 
long term. 

• I second the fence question! Good idea 

• Thank you for your thoughtful responses today. 

• Great open and informative session! 

• Thank you for all the information. 

• I picked up on a quick comment that the City of Edmonton has a master plan for development of 
properties in the future. In this discussion there was a mention that 51 Ave has been identified by the 
City as a future major road artillery. I know this is not in your scope for this development but was 
wondering if you would have a link to this information or would be able to provide more information on 
what 51 Ave will look like in years to come? I am curious about this as I have the same concern as 
another viewer had that the increased density of your proposed development along with the City of 
Edmonton’s expansion to the south east of the city will putting a lot of vehicle traffic on 51 Ave as this 
has become a commuter route for a lot of people. I realize this is a City issue but by bringing this to 
your attention maybe you will be able to have some influence when your final plan is submitted to the 
City for approval. 

5 Comments Received About the Digital Platform 
Due to technical challenges, several comments were received regarding the digital platform itself. They are 
recorded below, along with responses provided during the Open House. 

• It seems there are a lot of people that never received an email with the link to this meeting. I 
registered 10 minutes ago and did not receive one. I’m only here because someone else shared the 
link with me. I’m president of the Malmo Plains community league and have sent the link to this 
meeting to the entire email distribution list for the community. Hopefully we haven’t lost too many 
people. I’ve posted the link to this meeting to the Malmo Plains Neighbours Facebook group. There’s 
a lot of people complaining they never got the email with the link to this meeting. 

• It would be nice to know if there were a lot of other people who registered but are not in attendance, 
to know if this is a problem. 

o UAPT: For all who had issues accessing the meeting. The meeting was a register only invite, 
to gain access we requested everyone register prior to the meeting. We will review this 
process moving forward. Thank you, Ken, for resending the information to the Malmo Plains 
members. 

• I appreciate that the hosts wanted to have registered guests but my understanding is a lot of people 
(myself included) registered in the 30 minutes before the start of the meeting. 

• Thought the link would contain the direct link not a run around. 
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• Yes, you should have mentioned that registration was required on the information card. Big miss, and 
not a great start to your engagement 

o UAPT: Thank you everyone, we understand the access was an issue.  We will review this 
moving forward. 

• Thank You :-) 

• Yes, I too missed the first 18 minutes because of the obscure meeting entry! Could those slides be 
made available later? 

o UAPT: The presentation is being recorded and will be available on the website. There will 
also be information on how to pose further follow-up questions to the project team. We will 
make sure everybody has access to the presentation and gains an understanding of what 
has been presented today. 

o Stantec: We will take back these concerns and have the process even smoother the next 
time we come back. 

• Where can it be accessed? 

• Yep...the card said nothing about pre-registering. Just joined. 

• In future, please tell participants how to join a meeting. 

6 Conclusion and Next Steps 
Thank you to those who attended the Open House and took the time to provide your valuable input. The 
project team will take your comments into consideration as we move into the next phase of the project, 
concept development. A second Open House will be held in the coming months, to seek feedback on a more 
detailed concept for the site. 

Should you have any further input, please do not hesitate to contact us: 

Todd Werre, Chief Development Officer/ General Manager (UAPT) 
twerre@uapti.ca 

Yolanda Lew, Urban Planner (Stantec) 
yolanda.lew@stantec.com 



Welcome to the Michener Park Open House!
We will start in a few minutes.
Using Zoom

o To ask questions, please type 
them in the chat box:

o Set chat to “everyone”

o To privately message the 
“host”, you can switch 
setting in the drop-down 
menu

o Note that the meeting is being RECORDED



Michener Park Redevelopment

Community Open House
April 21, 2021



Agenda
1. Meeting Format

2. Introductions

3. Project Process

4. Context

5. Opportunities & Constraints

6. Vision & Objectives

7. Next Steps & Upcoming 
Engagement

8. Questions



Meeting format
o Meeting is being RECORDED as part of 

the project record. 

o Presentation

o To ask questions, please type them in the 
chat box:

o Enter your questions in the chat box 
at any point during the presentation

o Please include your name 

o We’ll respond to questions verbally

o Any questions we don’t get to, we’ll post 
on the website. 

o Follow-up questions can be emailed.

o Questions, response and presentation will 
be posted on the UAPT website



The University of Alberta Properties Trust (UAPT) was 
incorporated in 2015 to manage land and development on 
behalf of the university, and to transfer all net revenues to the 
University of Alberta Board of Governors.

The Trust seeks 
to transform its 
land assets for 
the public good.

The work of 
the Trust will 
abide by smart 
growth design 
principles, 
embracing 
social, 
environmental, 
architectural 
and economic 
goals.

Board of 
Directors 
(made up of 
volunteers) 
sets vision and 
direction for 
the trust. 

University of 
Alberta is the 
single 
Shareholder.

University of Alberta Properties Trust



Todd Werre Nancy MacDonald

Yolanda Lew Léo Lejeune
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Michener Project Team

Who We Are

University of Alberta Properties Trust Inc. 
• Todd Werre, Chief Development 

Officer and General Manager

Stantec Consulting is providing community 
planning, urban design, engagement, and 
servicing analysis for this project.

• Léo Lejeune, Meeting Facilitator
• Nancy MacDonald, Project Manager
• Yolanda Lew, Urban Planner



Project Process



Context



Context
Michener Park
Located between Whitemud Drive 
and 51 Avenue, east of 122 Street, 
within the Malmo Plains 
neighbourhood.

51 AVENUE
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48 AVENUE
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Opportunities & Constraints

Existing Developments
Opportunities
• Existing servicing and access

• Contribute to community amenities and value 
for Malmo Plains

Constraints
• Fixed developments in northwest corner to be 

accommodated

• University tennis facilities 

• Considerations for transition to adjacent 
residential



Opportunities & Constraints

Open Space
Opportunities
• Create a focal point amenity for community

• Create green streets

Constraints
• Long-term open space ownership and 

maintenance



Connectivity
Opportunities
• Utilize existing access to 51 Ave and 122 

Street

• Improve pedestrian and bicycle connections 
through site

Constraints
• Limit vehicle connections

to Malmo

• Intersections may need 
upgrades

Existing roads

Existing sidewalks
& shared paths

Potential roads

Potential sidewalks 
& shared paths

Potential walk/cycle 
only connections

Opportunities & Constraints



Opportunities & Constraints

Infrastructure – Sanitary and Storm
Opportunities

• Capacity in existing sanitary sewer at 122 
Street

Constraints

• Stormwater to be managed on-site and 
connect to larger system to south



Opportunities & Constraints

Infrastructure - Water
Opportunities

• Existing watermain to connect on north 
and east edge of site

Constraints

• Additional water connections may be 
required



City Policy Direction
City Plan – Growth Plan 
• Site located along a 51 Ave, a Secondary Corridor:

o Vibrant residential and commercial street
o Ongoing redevelopment, investment, and growth
o Typically low-rise and mid-rise built form

• Goal: 50% of new units added through infill city wide

• Approval by City Council at Public Hearing

• Approval by City Development Coordination group

Michener Park
51 Avenue

Rezoning

Development Permit



Michener Park - Site Potential
• Close proximity to surrounding mature 

neighbourhoods

• Easily accessible by major arterial corridors 
and walking/cycling paths

• 12 ha site of underutilized land

• Proximity to employment areas, public transit 
and the University of Alberta 

• Utilizes existing servicing 

• Infill redevelopment in a mature 
neighbourhood



Michener Park Vision  - Reimagined

Conceptual 
precedent 
images only

• Unique opportunity for thoughtful and complete redevelopment.

• Complementing the character of the surrounding low density residential 
to the east and west

• Provide a range of residential built forms could accommodate a diverse 
population of new residents ranging from students, singles,  young 
families and seniors. 

• Commercial and retail opportunities may be integrated to support both 
residents and the surrounding communities

• Connected through a simplified internal street and path network that 
supports all modes of transportation. 

• Redevelopment that exemplifies quality urban design, 
community character and a commitment to smart growth



Create a distinct, yet 
complementary character for 
Michener Park
• Aligns with UAP Trust 

objectives
• Sense of place and strong 

identity
• Character-building 

architectural details and 
theme

• Integrates with adjacent 
communities 

Develop a compact, walkable, 
residential-focused area
• Mix of residential built forms 

that meet market demand
• Opportunities for commercial 

mixed use
• Transitions to adjacent single 

detached areas
• Variety of unit types and 

sizes to support a diverse 
range of users

18

Michener Park - Guiding Principles 

Conceptual precedent 
images only



Establish a logical framework of 
multi-modal connections
• Access from  adjacent arterial 

roadways
• Simplify street network
• Enhance trail and pedestrian 

connections
• Safety and convenience for all 

modes of transportation 
• Local connectivity with 

adjacent neighbourhood with 
short-cut prevention

Incorporate high quality 
public spaces
• Trails, parks, and other 

open spaces
• Enhanced public realm 

along streets
• Amenity as an asset for 

Michener Park and 
surrounding residents

19

Michener Park - Guiding Principles 

Conceptual precedent 
images only



Next Steps & Upcoming Engagement

Application



Michener Park Redevelopment

╸ Thank you!
╸ Questions



3. Website

Updates will be posted at www.uapt.ca

How to Connect with Us

1. Project Team

Todd Werre, Chief Development Officer/ 
General Manager (UAPT)
twerre@uapti.ca

Yolanda Lew, Urban Planner (Stantec)
yolanda.lew@stantec.com

2. Community Leagues

Malmo Plains, Lansdowne, and 
Lendrum Community Leagues are 
involved through the Community 
Development Committee
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